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Chapter 6:  The Civil War/Reconstruction Era – Separation of Powers 
 
 
 

Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U.S. 2 (1866) 

 
The political situation changed dramatically after Lee’s surrender. Justices who had found jurisdictional 

reasons to avoid ruling on administration policies now manipulated jurisdiction in order to rule on the 
constitutionality of martial law during the Civil War. Lambdin P. Milligan, a Confederate sympathizer in Indiana, 
was arrested by military authorities in 1864 and accused of plotting to steal and provide weapons to the Confederate 
army. Although federal law required that he be indicted by a grand jury and tried by a civilian court, he was tried 
before a military tribunal and sentenced to death. Milligan appealed to a federal circuit court for a writ on habeas 
corpus on the ground that his imprisonment, trial, and sentence were unconstitutional. Although the two judges on 
the circuit court probably agreed that Milligan was being illegally detained, they certified that they were deadlocked 
on the key legal issues in the case, which triggered an automatic review by the U.S. Supreme Court. President 
Andrew Johnson further assured that the Court would have a chance to review the constitutionality of martial law 
by voluntarily delaying Milligan’s scheduled execution until after the judicial decision. 

The Court was unanimous in concluding that Milligan’s detention and trial were unconstitutional. The 
result, in 1866, was not especially controversial. Although the Lincoln administration detained thousands of 
individuals during the war, there is good reason to believe that Lincoln expected to release any remaining prisoners 
at the end of the war. With the Union armies victorious, there was little political sentiment for punishing those in 
the North who had opposed the war. The opinion of the Court written by Justice Davis was quite controversial, 
however, both on and off the bench. It seemed to have immediate implications for the constitutionality of martial law 
in the South, and given that Congress was just beginning the process of seizing control of Reconstruction from 
President Andrew Johnson, this was an issue of substantial interest. Johnson immediately ordered the end of 
military trials for civilians in the South in areas where civilian courts were operating, an action that Congress then 
looked to reverse. Although Davis himself was a Lincoln appointee, only one of the other four justices who joined his 
constitutionally ambitious opinion for the Court (the Democrat Stephen Field) had also been appointed by Lincoln. 
Of the four concurring justices who were perhaps more careful to refrain from casting doubt on Reconstruction and 
who were more deferential to congressional power, three had been appointed by Lincoln. As you read the decision, 
consider the different implications of Davis’s argument as compared to Chase’s argument. What are the differences 
between them?   
 
 
JUSTICE DAVIS delivered the opinion of the Court. 
 
 . . . . 
 The controlling question in the case is this: Upon the facts stated in Milligan’s petition, and the 
exhibits filed, had the military commission mentioned in it jurisdiction, legally, to try and sentence him? 
Milligan, not a resident of one of the rebellious states, or a prisoner of war, but a citizen of Indiana for 
twenty years past, and never in the military or naval service, is, while at his home, arrested by the 
military power of the United States, imprisoned, and, on certain criminal charges preferred against him, 
tried, convicted, and sentenced to be hanged by a military commission, organized under the direction of 
the military commander of the military district of Indiana. Had this tribunal the legal power and 
authority to try and punish this man? 
 No graver question was ever considered by this court, nor one which more nearly concerns the 
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rights of the whole people; for it is the birthright of every American citizen when charged with crime, to 
be tried and punished according to law. . . . By the protection of the law human rights are secured; 
withdraw that protection, and they are at the mercy of wicked rulers, or the clamor of an excited people. 
If there was law to justify this military trial, it is not our province to interfere; if there was not, it is our 
duty to declare the nullity of the whole proceedings. . . . By th[e] Constitution and the laws authorized by 
it this question must be determined. The provisions of that instrument on the administration of criminal 
justice are too plain and direct, to leave room for misconstruction or doubt of their true meaning. Those 
applicable to this case are found in that clause of the original Constitution which says, “That the trial of 
all crimes, except in case of impeachment, shall be by jury;” and in the fourth, fifth, and sixth articles of 
the amendments. . . . These securities for personal liberty thus embodied, were such as wisdom and 
experience had demonstrated to be necessary for the protection of those accused of crime. And so strong 
was the sense of the country of their importance, and so jealous were the people that these rights, highly 
prized, might be denied them by implication, that when the original Constitution was proposed for 
adoption it encountered severe opposition; and but for the belief that it would be so amended as to 
embrace them, it would never have been ratified. 
 . . . . The Constitution of the United States is a law for rulers and people, equally in war and in 
peace, and covers with the shield of its protection all classes of men, at all times, and under all 
circumstances. No doctrine, involving more pernicious consequences, was ever invented by the wit of 
man than that any of its provisions can be suspended during any of the great exigencies of government. 
Such a doctrine leads directly to anarchy or despotism, but the theory of necessity on which it is based is 
false; for the government, within the Constitution, has all the powers granted to it, which are necessary to 
preserve its existence; as has been happily proved by the result of the great effort to throw off its just 
authority. 
 Have any of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution been violated in the case of Milligan? and 
if so, what are they? 
 . . . . 
 But it is said that the jurisdiction [of the military commissions] is complete under the “laws and 
usages of war.” 
 It can serve no useful purpose to inquire what those laws and usages are, whence they 
originated, where found, and on whom they operate; they can never be applied to citizens in states which 
have upheld the authority of the government, and where the courts are open and their process 
unobstructed. This court has judicial knowledge that in Indiana the Federal authority was always 
unopposed, and its courts always open to hear criminal accusations and redress grievances; and no usage 
of war could sanction a military trial there for any offence whatever of a citizen in civil life, in nowise 
connected with the military service. Congress could grant no such power; and to the honor of our 
national legislature be it said, it has never been provoked by the state of the country even to attempt its 
exercise. One of the plainest constitutional provisions was, therefore, infringed when Milligan was tried 
by a court not ordained and established by Congress, and not composed of judges appointed during 
good behavior. 
 . . . . 
 Another guarantee of freedom was broken when Milligan was denied a trial by jury. . . . It is now 
assailed; but if ideas can be expressed in words, and language has any meaning, this right -- one of the 
most valuable in a free country -- is preserved to every one accused of crime who is not attached to the 
army, or navy, or militia in actual service. . . . 
 The discipline necessary to the efficiency of the army and navy, required other and swifter modes 
of trial than are furnished by the common law courts; and, in pursuance of the power conferred by the 
Constitution, Congress has declared the kinds of trial, and the manner in which they shall be conducted, 
for offences committed while the party is in the military or naval service. . . . All other persons, citizens of 
states where the courts are open, if charged with crime, are guaranteed the inestimable privilege of trial 
by jury. This privilege is a vital principle, underlying the whole administration of criminal justice; it is not 
held by sufferance, and cannot be frittered away on any plea of state or political necessity. . . . 
 It is claimed that martial law covers with its broad mantle the proceedings of this military 
commission. . . . 
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 . . . . 
 The statement of this proposition shows its importance; for, if true, republican government is a 
failure, and there is an end of liberty regulated by law. Martial law, established on such a basis, destroys 
every guarantee of the Constitution, and effectually renders the “military independent of and superior to 
the civil power.” . . . 
 . . . . 
 It is essential to the safety of every government that, in a great crisis, like the one we have just 
passed through, there should be a power somewhere of suspending the writ of habeas corpus. In every 
war, there are men of previously good character, wicked enough to counsel their fellow-citizens to resist 
the measures deemed necessary by a good government to sustain its just authority and overthrow its 
enemies; and their influence may lead to dangerous combinations. In the emergency of the times, an 
immediate public investigation according to law may not be possible; and yet, the peril to the country 
may be too imminent to suffer such persons to go at large. Unquestionably, there is then an exigency 
which demands that the government, if it should see fit in the exercise of a proper discretion to make 
arrests, should not be required to produce the persons arrested in answer to a writ of habeas corpus. The 
Constitution goes no further. It does not say after a writ of habeas corpus is denied a citizen, that he shall 
be tried otherwise than by the course of the common law; if it had intended this result, it was easy by the 
use of direct words to have accomplished it. The illustrious men who framed that instrument were 
guarding the foundations of civil liberty against the abuses of unlimited power; they were full of wisdom, 
and the lessons of history informed them that a trial by an established court, assisted by an impartial jury, 
was the only sure way of protecting the citizen against oppression and wrong. Knowing this, they limited 
the suspension to one great right, and left the rest to remain forever inviolable. . . . 
 It will be borne in mind that this is not a question of the power to proclaim martial law, when 
war exists in a community and the courts and civil authorities are overthrown. Nor is it a question what 
rule a military commander, at the head of his army, can impose on states in rebellion to cripple their 
resources and quell the insurrection. The jurisdiction claimed is much more extensive. . . . The conclusion 
does not follow from the premises. If armies were collected in Indiana, they were to be employed in 
another locality, where the laws were obstructed and the national authority disputed. On her soil there 
was no hostile foot; if once invaded, that invasion was at an end, and with it all pretext for martial law. 
Martial law cannot arise from a threatened invasion. The necessity must be actual and present; the 
invasion real, such ad effectually closes the courts and deposes the civil administration. 
 . . . . 
 It follows, from what has been said on this subject, that there are occasions when martial rule can 
be properly applied. If, in foreign invasion or civil war, the courts are actually closed, and it is impossible 
to administer criminal justice according to law, then, on the theatre of active military operations, where 
war really prevails, there is a necessity to furnish a substituted for the civil authority, thus overthrown, to 
preserve the safety of the army and society; and as no power is left but the military, it is allowed to 
govern by martial rule until the laws can have their free course. As necessity creates the rule, so it limits 
its duration; for, if this government is continued after the courts are reinstated, it is a gross usurpation of 
power. Martial rule can never exist where the courts are open, and in the proper and unobstructed 
exercise of their jurisdiction. It is also confined to the locality of actual war. Because, during the late 
Rebellion it could have been enforced in Virginia, where the national authority was overturned and the 
courts driven out, it does not follow that it should obtain in Indiana, where that authority was never 
disputed, and justice was always administered. And so in the case of a foreign invasion, martial rule may 
become a necessity in one state, when, in another, it would be “mere lawless violence”" 
 
 
CHIEF JUSTICE CHASE [with JUSTICE WAYNE, SWAYNE, and MILLER joining], concurring. 
 
 . . . . 
 The crimes with which Milligan was charged were of the gravest character, and the petition and 
exhibits in the record, which must here be taken as true, admit his guilt. But whatever his desert of 
punishment may be, it is more important to the country and to every citizen that he should not be 
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punished under an illegal sentence, sanctioned by this court of last resort, than that he should be 
punished at all. The laws which protect the liberties of the whole people must not be violated or set aside 
in order to inflict, even upon the guilty, unauthorized though merited justice. 
 . . . . 
 We must inquire, then, what constitutional or statutory provisions have relation to this military 
proceeding. 
 The act of Congress of March 3d, 1863 [authorizing the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus], 
comprises all the legislation which seems to require consideration in this connection. The constitutionality 
of this act has not been questioned and is not doubted. 
 . . . . 
 The holding of the Circuit and District Courts of the United States in Indiana had been 
uninterrupted. The administration of the laws in the Federal courts had remained unimpaired. Milligan 
was imprisoned under the authority of the President, and was not a prisoner of war. No list of prisoners 
had been furnished to the judges, either of the District or Circuit Courts, as required by the law. A grand 
jury had attended the Circuit Courts of the Indiana district, while Milligan was there imprisoned, and 
had closed its session without finding any indictment or presentment or otherwise proceeding against the 
prisoner. 
 His case was thus brought within the precise letter and intent of the act of Congress . . . . 
 . . . . 
 And it is equally clear that he was entitled to the discharge prayed for. 
 It must be borne in mind that the prayer of the petition was not for an absolute discharge, but to 
be delivered from military custody and imprisonment, and if found probably guilty of any offence, to be 
turned over to the proper tribunal for inquiry and punishment; or, if not found thus probably guilty, to be 
discharged altogether. 
 And the express terms of the act of Congress required this action of the court. . . .  
 . . . . 
 Indeed, the act seems to have been framed on purpose to secure the trial of all offences of citizens 
by civil tribunals, in states where these tribunals were not interrupted in the regular exercise of their 
functions. 
 Under it, in such states, the privilege of the writ might be suspended. Any person regarded as 
dangerous to the public safety might be arrested and detained until after the session of a grand jury. . . . 
These provisions obviously contemplate no other trial or sentence than that of a civil court, and we could 
not assert the legality of a trial and sentence by a military commission, under the circumstances specified 
in the act and described in the petition, without disregarding the plain directions of Congress. 

. . . . 
 But the opinion which has just been read goes further; and as we understand it, asserts not only 
that the military commission held in Indiana was not authorized by Congress, but that it was not in the 
power of Congress to authorize it; from which it may be thought to follow, that Congress has no power to 
indemnify the officers who composed the commission against liability in civil courts for acting as 
members of it. 
 We cannot agree to this. 
 We agree in the proposition that no department of the government of the United States -- neither 
President, nor Congress, nor the Courts -- possesses any power not given by the Constitution. 
 We assent, fully, to all that is said, in the opinion, of the inestimable value of the trial by jury, and 
of the other constitutional safeguards of civil liberty. And we concur, also, in what is said of the writ of 
habeas corpus, and of its suspension, with two reservations: (1.) That, in our judgment, when the writ is 
suspended, the Executive is authorized to arrest as well as to detain; and (2.) that there are cases in which, 
the privilege of the writ being suspended, trial and punishment by military commission, in states where 
civil courts are open, may be authorized by Congress, as well as arrest and detention. 
 We think that Congress had power, though not exercised, to authorize the military commission 
which was held in Indiana. 
 . . . . 
 Congress has the power not only to raise and support and govern armies but to declare war. It 
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has, therefore, the power to provide by law for carrying on war. This power necessarily extends to all 
legislation essential to the prosecution of war with vigor and success, except such as interferes with the 
command of the forces and the conduct of campaigns. That power and duty belong to the President as 
commander-in-chief. Both these powers are derived from the Constitution, but neither is defined by that 
instrument. Their extent must be determined by their nature, and by the principles of our institutions. 
 The power to make the necessary laws is in Congress; the power to execute in the President. Both 
powers imply many subordinate and auxiliary powers. Each includes all authorities essential to its due 
exercise. But neither can the President, in war more than in peace, intrude upon the proper authority of 
Congress, nor Congress upon the proper authority of the President. Both are servants of the people, 
whose will is expressed in the fundamental law. Congress cannot direct the conduct of campaigns, nor 
can the President, or any commander under him, without the sanction of Congress, institute tribunals for 
the trial and punishment of offences, either of soldiers or civilians, unless in cases of a controlling 
necessity, which justifies what it compels, or at least insures acts of indemnity from the justice of the 
legislature. 
 . . . . 
 Where peace exists the laws of peace must prevail. What we do maintain is, that when the nation 
is involved in war, and some portions of the country are invaded, and all are exposed to invasion, it is 
within the power of Congress to determine in what states or districts such great and imminent public 
danger exists as justifies the authorization of military tribunals for the trial of crimes and offences against 
the discipline or security of the army or against the public safety. 
 In Indiana, for example, at the time of the arrest of Milligan and his co-conspirators, it is 
established by the papers in the record, that the state was a military district, was the theatre of military 
operations, had been actually invaded, and was constantly threatened with invasion. It appears, also, that 
a powerful secret association, composed of citizens and others, existed within the state, under military 
organization, conspiring against the draft, and plotting insurrection, the liberation of the prisoners of war 
at various depots, the seizure of the state and national arsenals, armed cooperation with the enemy, and 
war against the national government. 
 We cannot doubt that, in such a time of public danger, Congress had power, under the 
Constitution, to provide for the organization of a military commission, and for trial by that commission of 
persons engaged in this conspiracy. The fact that the Federal courts were open was regarded by Congress 
as a sufficient reason for not exercising the power; but that fact could not deprive Congress of the right to 
exercise it. Those courts might be open and undisturbed in the execution of their functions, and yet 
wholly incompetent to avert threatened danger, or to punish, with adequate promptitude and certainty, 
the guilty conspirators. 
 In Indiana, the judges and officers of the courts were loyal to the government. But it might have 
been otherwise. . . .  
 . . . . 
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